
KAYE PostureRest Walkers with Seats

Model Numbers, See pages 52-55
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Description and Use

The KAYE Posture Control Walkers with seats, called
KAYE PostureRest Walkers, are designed around the same
principles as the KAYE Posture Control Walkers without
seats; providing mobility while promoting improved
posture and gait. These walkers include fold-down seats as
an integral part of the design. Alternating between sitting
and standing is a natural part of the postural changes
necessary to conserve and direct energy for daily activities.
The PostureRest Walkers will be useful for users who are
just beginning to walk and have low endurance or who are
recovering from neurological or orthopedic surgery and
must regain strength. Because the user can rest as needed,
he should be able to participate in more social activities
and in a larger variety of settings.

W1/2BHR – seat up

W1/2BHR – seat down

S2A
W2BH

4 Wheels

2 Wheels
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Optional Accessories

� NEW! Adjustable Resistance 
One-way Rear Wheels (pg. 41)

� NEW! Soft Sling Support (pg. 41)
� All Terrain Wheels (pg. 42)
� One-Way Roller Bearing Rear Wheels (pg. 43)
� Swivel Limiters (pg. 43)
� Forearm Supports (pg. 44)
� Pelvic Stabilizers (pg. 45)
� Extensor Assist Pad (pg. 45)
� Guide Handles (pg. 46)
� Rotational Handgrips (2RH, 5RH, 4RH only)

Many users, even those who have good walking
endurance, need to rest during prolonged periods of
standing or waiting. Children alternate between sitting and
standing at school: on the playground; watching sporting
events; selecting library books; or waiting in the cafeteria
line. Teens may choose to sit to socialize with friends at the
mall or during after school activities. All users make these
choices when they socialize with friends in the community,
at the work place, or on family vacations and trips. The
KAYE PostureRest Walkers will allow persons who use
walkers to access places where seating might not otherwise
be available. While the seat is not intended to replace an
individualized seating system or wheelchair, it will provide a
much needed break from standing and walking without
having to make additional seating equipment available.

Kaye has reintroduced the W5H PostureRest Walker
because of popular demand for this sleek style. Kaye now
offers two walker styles in this largest size.

Like Kaye Posture Control Walkers, the Kaye
PostureRest Walkers fold for transportation and storage.

W5HRX

W3HS

Swivel
Wheels
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